Virulence of classical swine fever virus isolates from Europe and other areas during 1996 until 2007.
Classical Swine Fever (CSF) has caused several outbreaks in EU Member States with grave economic consequences. Several times the diagnosis of CSF was made too late partially due to non-specific clinical signs which did not raise suspicion for CSF. Virulence of CSF virus isolates (CSFV) still remains a subject of discussion and speculation as sufficient knowledge is still not available. Six uncharacterised CSFV isolates from 1996 to 2007 were assessed in animal experiments for their clinical virulence in order to broaden the knowledge about circulating CSFV and thereby assist disease eradication. A clinical (CS) and pathological score was applied and further extended by additional parameters to a modified CS (mCS) including case fatality, antibody production and leukocyte count. The unknown CSFV isolates could be classified as moderately or highly virulent. The inclusion of additional parameters, especially case fatality, into the mCS gave a more reliable classification of virulence, proving that there are clinical signs and laboratory parameters of blood which can be recognised. Therefore a subclinical course of infection is unlikely, especially in weaner pigs.